111
NAc activity is more strongly associated with reward prediction or behavioral response 112 selection.
114

MATERIALS AND METHODS
115
Subjects. Eleven male Sprague-Dawley rats (300-350g) were individually housed with access Associates, St. Albans, VT). Due to the difficulty of the task, training for the Go/NoGo task was 127 conducted in several phases detailed below to shape task performance.
128
Magazine training. Rats underwent magazine training during which they received sucrose 129 pellets (45 mg, Bioserv, Frenchtown, NJ) on an imposed variable interval schedule between 60 130 and 120s, and were trained under a fixed ratio 1 schedule with one lever (alternating right or 131 left) extended into the operant chamber on each day. When rats reached a criterion of 100-lever 132 presses in less than 30 min on two consecutive days, they began training for the Go/NoGo task.
133
For each rat, one lever (right or left) was assigned as the Go lever, which was maintained 134 throughout testing and was counterbalanced across rats.
NAc responses for approach and restraint
Phase 1: Go+/NoGo-2-lever task. The goal of this phase of training was to train rats to 136 complete a test session comprised of trials with two behavioral options, to press or to not press.
137
Two operant levers were used, on either side of the central sucrose pellet receptacle, with one 138 designated as 'Go' and the other as 'NoGo'. Sessions were composed of 100 trials, with 75%
139
Go, and 25% NoGo trials selected randomly. Presses of the Go lever were reinforced (+) with 140 the delivery of a sucrose pellet, and presses of the NoGo lever were not reinforced (-). At the 141 start of each daily session, a house-light was illuminated in the operant chamber, which was 142 enclosed in a dark, sound-attenuating cubicle. Following an inter-trial interval of 5-13s, one lever 143 was extended. On Go trials, the Go lever was extended with a cue light illuminated above it, and 144 a Go press (correct) was immediately followed by the simultaneous presentation of a brief (0.2s)
145
tone and the delivery of 1 45mg sucrose pellet. If the rat failed to press (Go-error) within the 146 assigned interval (described below) the lever retracted, cue light extinguished, and no reward 147 was delivered followed by a 40s time-out period in which the house-light was off. On NoGo 148 trials, the second lever in the chamber was extended with no other environmental cues 149 presented. If the rat did not press the NoGo lever (correct) within the assigned interval
150
(described below), the lever retracted and no reward was delivered. If pressed (NoGo-error) the 151 lever retracted, followed by a 40s time-out period in which the house-light was off. At the end of 
155
Over the course of 4-5 days, the durations of Go and NoGo lever availability, D g and D n , 156 respectively, were adjusted with the goal of setting them at 4s and 4.5s, respectively. On the NAc responses for approach and restraint Thus, at the conclusion of phase 1, rats had a 4s time-window to press the Go lever and a 4.5s 161 interval in which they had to withhold pressing the NoGo lever. This insured that the rat could 162 not adopt a strategy of delaying the Go press until the NoGo interval had expired. This phase of 163 training was similar to that of a discriminative stimulus paradigm, in which the Go cue/response 164 was rewarded (DS+) and the NoGo response was not (DS-). Although this paradigm 165 accomplished the goal of training rats to press on Go+ trials but not NoGo-, the lack of lever 166 pressing on NoGo-trials occurred because these presses were not associated with reward.
167
Ultimately, our goal was to train rats to withhold pressing in order to obtain a reward.
168
Phase 2: Go+/NoGo+ 2-lever task. The goal of this phase of training was to train rats to 169 associate NoGo cues with reward (+). In this phase, the following modifications were made to
170
Go and NoGo trials to transition to the final Symmetric Go/NoGo task, otherwise the task 171 sessions were the same. First, a cue light was illuminated above the NoGo lever when it was 172 extended. Second, a 0.5s white-noise cue was assigned as either a Go or NoGo cue for each 173 rat, and was presented simultaneously with presentation of the lever and cue light to which it 174 had been assigned. The auditory cue was added to make the difference between Go and NoGo 175 cues more salient. Third, correct NoGo trials were rewarded with a sucrose pellet. Thus, the 176 addition of the white noise, visual NoGo cue and NoGo reward were added to facilitate 177 association between these cues and their outcomes. Fourth, the timing between cue onset and 178 reward delivery was roughly equated for correct Go and NoGo trials. On correct Go trials, 179 reinforcement (tone + pellet) was delivered 4s following lever press, and on correct NoGo trials 180 reinforcement (tone + pellet) was delivered immediately following lever retraction at 4.5s. In this 181 manner, the Go cue did not signal an immediately available reward, and rewards were similarly 
184
Go/NoGo task, all trials began with the presentation of the lever that had been assigned as 'Go' NAc responses for approach and restraint during training (Fig. 1) . Rats were given an instructional cue to press the lever on 75% of trials
186
(Go) by illuminating the cue light above the lever simultaneous with its presentation. The 187 remaining 25% of trials were NoGo, in which the same lever was presented simultaneously with 188 the illumination of the cue light on the opposite side of the central pellet receptacle. This 189 spatially-distinct cue light was associated with NoGo reward in the previous phase of training.
190
For each rat, the 0.5s white-noise stimulus was maintained as a Go or NoGo cue (according to
191
how it was assigned in the previous phase of training), and was presented simultaneously at the 192 onset of that cue.
193
To summarize, for each rat, one lever was the presented on every trial, with a cue light 194 illuminated above it for Go trials and on the opposite side of the pellet tray for NoGo trials, and
195
white-noise was presented on either Go or NoGo trials. On Go trials, lever presses within 4s
196
were followed by sucrose pellet reinforcement following a 4s delay. Failure to press on Go trials 197 was followed by lever retraction and a 40s time-out. On NoGo trials, withholding a lever press 198 for 4.5s was reinforced immediately upon lever retraction, while presses were followed by a 40s 
204
Surgery. Once rats were trained to successfully perform the Go-NoGo task with 80% accuracy 205 on Go trials and more than 50% accuracy on NoGo trials, they were implanted with either 
252
We used regression models to test for differences between the time-course of neural activity for 253 different sets of trials. First, we were interested in whether the time-course of the neural 254 response on correct Go trials depended on the latency to lever press. For each rat, we divided
255
Go correct trials into 'short' and 'long' RT trials based on the median RT for that test session.
256
We modeled NAc activity for these groups of trials by fitting:
where Y is the firing rate in 100ms bins, T is the time from cue onset from 0.1 to 0.5s, I RT is an 
272
Histology. At the conclusion of testing, rats were injected with a sub-lethal dose of sodium 
284
RESULTS
285
Rats performed the Go-NoGo task with a high level of accuracy. Each trial began with the 286 presentation of either a Go or NoGo cue (75 or 25% of trials, respectively) simultaneous with the NAc responses for approach and restraint extension of the test lever into the chamber (Fig. 1 ). All correct trials -lever presses for Go,
288
inhibition of pressing for NoGo -led to delivery of a sucrose pellet reward, while all errors -289 withheld response for Go, lever press for NoGo -resulted in a time-out. Average performance 290 was 89.6±1.4% correct on Go trials and 76.5± 6.4% correct on NoGo trials ( Fig. 2A) . Accuracy 291 on Go trials tended to be higher than accuracy on NoGo trials (2-sided paired t-test on 11.8±1.7 Go errors and 9.6±2.7 NoGo errors. Thus, on most trials, a Go cue was followed by 295 the correct response of a lever press. The majority of NoGo cues resulted in an inhibition of 296 pressing, although there were approximately equal numbers of trials in which rats failed to press 297 when they should have, or pressed when instructed to withhold.
299
When rats did press the lever, they responded quickly following the onset of the cue. The 300 distribution of response times (RT) for lever presses following Go (correct) and NoGo (error) 301 trials is shown in Figure 2B . Average RT on correct Go trials was 955±24ms ( 
340
was delivered on correct trials (4.5s after cue), which was followed by a brief reduction in 341 activity.
343
The bias in firing rate to higher levels on NoGo trials following cue onset reflects the trend in the 
374
Neural responses on error trials (Fig. 4D) showed a different pattern of activity. Responses to (Fig. 5) suggest differences in the neural responses to cues, these 407 differences may also be related to whether they executed a correct behavioral response, as 408 suggested by Figures 4C and 4D . Therefore, we examined the subgroups of neurons that 409 showed increase or decreases in firing rate separately to determine whether their cue 410 responses were modulated by whether their subsequent behavior was correct or not.
412
For INC neurons, larger elevations in firing rate were associated with withheld lever presses 413 following both Go (error) and NoGo (correct) trials. In Figure 6A , onset of the Go cue evoked NAc responses for approach and restraint larger elevations in activity on trials in which the rats failed to press the Go lever (light green 
449
In the group of neurons that showed reductions in firing rate following cue onset, greater 450 decreases in activity level were associated with the execution of lever pressing. (Fig. 6D) , this same group of neurons showed a 460 small reduction in firing rate for correctly withheld lever presses (1.76±0.09sp/s, red) and larger 461 decreases in activity when rats pressed the lever in error (1.18±0.15sp/s, orange, p<0.01, inset).
462
For both NoGo correct and error trials, decreases in firing rate below baseline were transient,
463
and modulations from baseline were not observed for the remainder of the trial period were recorded from (region X cue type X accuracy: F 1,3457 = 1.00, p = 0.32).
471
The pattern of results reveal a higher level of activity in NAc neurons for trials in which the rats 472 did not execute the behavioral response of pressing the available lever -for both correct NoGo
473
and incorrect Go trials. This elevation in response is driven by larger increases and smaller
474
reductions in activity at the time of cue presentation on trials in which the rats ultimately withhold 475 lever presses. We considered the possibility that these higher levels of activity might persist 476 longer on trials in which no press occurs because the act of pressing could have engaged 477 circuitry that suppressed the NAc response, and thus the differences observed here may be a 478 consequence of action commission, rather than a differential response to cues that biased 479 action selection. To address this question, we examined the NAc population response 480 separately for Go trials with different response latencies. For each rat, we assigned all correct
481
Go trials into a short-or long-RT group based on the median RT so that every neuron was 482 equally represented in both groups. The mean RTs for the short and long trials were 510ms and 483 1442ms, respectively. Figure 7 shows the average firing rate across all neurons, grouped by RT
484
for Go correct trials (short -light gray, long -dark gray) and plotted to the median RT for each 485 group (arrows). Responses during this time frame are also shown for trials in which lever 486 pressing was withheld following Go (error, green) and NoGo (correct, red) cues. We predicted 487 that the transient increase in population firing rate would be suppressed more quickly on short-
488
RT trials, compared with long-RT, if the act of pressing the lever was responsible for inhibiting 489 the NAc response. We found that the time-course of the initial decline in firing rate did not differ NAc responses for approach and restraint between short-and long-RT Go correct trials (Eq. 1, H 0 : b 4 =0, p=0.10). However, we did verify 491 that the rate of decline in activity was more rapid for trials in which the rats pressed the lever 492 compared with those in which they did not press (Eq. 2, H 0 : b 4 =0, p<0.001 -fits shown in black).
493
Thus it appears that the weaker response and rapid decline following cue onset precedes the 494 commission of the lever press and is similar regardless of press RT.
496
DISCUSSION
497
The NAc plays a role in establishing cue-outcome relationships as well as cue-evoked goal- 
507
errors, indicating that rats were biased to press the lever when it was presented. However, on 508 the majority of NoGo trials, they succeeded in inhibiting this behavioral response according to 509 the instructional cue. Since both cues here are reward-predictive, we would hypothesize that 510 both cues would elicit equivalent responses if reward-expectation drove the neural response.
511
Although there was not a significant difference in accuracy between Go and NoGo trials, there 512 was a trend for Go trials to be more accurate, and therefore more frequently rewarded (89 vs.
76%). Previous work has shown that dopamine neurons show increasingly strong responses to
514
cues as their certainty in predicting reward increases from 0 to 100% (Fiorillo et al. 2003 
527
higher levels of activity on trials in which rats withheld the production of a lever press, even 528 when, in the case of Go errors, such restraint led to reward omission (Fig. 4) . In the population, 
531
correct NoGo trials relative to Go, was reversed for error trials, for which Go cues elicited a 532 stronger response than NoGo cues. Thus, the overall elevated NAc response correlated with 533 the behavior produced, rather than specific cue identity or whether the trial was rewarded or not.
534
This pattern of population activity was driven by subpopulations of neurons that showed 535 transient changes in activity at the time that the cue and lever were presented to trigger a 536 behavioral response (Figs. 5 and 6). We found that both subpopulations responded to both Go
537
and NoGo cues, but that the differences in neural activity did not correlate specifically with 538 whether the behavioral response was correct or an error, but rather whether the lever press 539 would be performed or withheld. Two-thirds of the neurons that responded to cue onset/lever 540 presentation showed a brief increase in activity. Regardless of whether the cue instructed a Go
541
or NoGo response, these increases had a larger magnitude on trials in which lever pressing was NAc responses for approach and restraint withheld, whether correctly (NoGo) or in error (Go). The remaining third of neurons that 543 responded to cue onset/lever presentation showed a reduction of activity. Larger decreases in 544 activity preceded approach and lever-pressing, whether correct (Go) or in error (NoGo). Thus,
545
the data suggest that shifts in the levels of excitation and inhibition in the NAc participate in a 546 more subtle, moment-to-moment, control of behavior. The overall shift toward elevated activity 547 preceding behavioral inhibition suggests that excitation into the NAc may support the encoding 548 of a salient stimulus, holding behavior in check. This is beneficial when withholding a response 549 is appropriate, but perhaps disruptive of a prepotent, prepared response.
550
Previous findings offer a model for how this balance of decreases and increases in NAc activity 
575
The pattern of activity observed here suggests that higher levels of activity, due to both larger 576 increases in increasing neurons and smaller reductions in decreasing at cue onset, precede 577 inhibition of behavior, while approach behavior is permitted by reduced activity, due to both 578 smaller increases by increasing neurons and larger reductions by decreasing neurons. We 579 considered the possibility that the onset of the motor response itself terminates the transient
580
NAc neural response, such that short-latency lever presses would lead to a more rapid 581 reduction in the transient cue response compared with long-latency presses. However, there
582
were no differences in cue responses between short-and long-RT Go trials (Fig. 7) . Decisions 
594
NAc responses for approach and restraint
We speculate that excitatory inputs to the NAc influence control over behavior in this task. 
643
NoGo cue (677±77ms, gray arrow) was shorter than that for Go cue (955±24ms, black arrow).
644
Inset: The mean RT for lever presses on NoGo trials is plotted as a function of mean RT for Go 645 presses for each rat. For 10/11 subjects, RT was faster for incorrect NoGo presses than correct
646
Go presses, suggesting that rats' failure to inhibit presses occurred in the immediate response 
702
This neuron showed a significant decrease in activity in response to the cue on Go trials, but 
717
higher for correct NoGo trials, in which lever pressing was withheld, than errors (inset, p<0.001).
718
Horizontal lines below PEHs identify the 0.5s epochs in which the response on correct (red, 
